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Quilters across the country love the Twist 'n Turn: Sharyn provides you with her proven technique

for making odd-sized blocks even and blending friendship blocks in a beautifully unified design.

Step-by-step directions for three easy framing methods. Complete instructions for the Single,

Double and Triple Twist. Do the Twist 'n Turn today. You'll find complete instructions and full-color

photos galore to help you tune in and turn your own creativity.
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Here's an exciting new concept that offers a solution to a common design problem. Now you can

blend odd-size blocks or friendship blocks that were supposed to be the same size, into a

successful one-of-a-kind quilt. Sharyn, a longtime quilting teacher, offers instructions for three

different ways to frame blocks and make them the same size. Then it's easy to set the blocks

together with astonishing results. Design options include the Single, Double or Triple Twist, and

Sharyn provides a special Triple Twist Exercise that lets you experiment with two of the construction

techniques. Dozens of quilt photos illustrate a variety of sensational designs, from country folk-art to

romantic traditional. Ideas for using a wide variety of fabrics abound so your fabric stash will never

lay idle again! How-to's plus creative ideas to stir your imagination are combined in one

budget-priced volume. It's a must-have manual for blending uneven blocks into stylish quilts you'll

be proud of!

The "Twist" is a great treatment for blocks of unequal size. Maybe you've been part of a block swap.

Maybe you have some antique blocks. Maybe you can't get your own blocks to come out the same



size. Don't worry. This is the solution.The twist allows you to reconcile the differences, while adding

a lot of motion to your composition. The blocks don't even have to be square. The technique works

with rectangles, too.Twist 'n Turn outlines three ways to add the fun "twist" setting to your quilt

blocks:* add one fabric strip to each side of block then square up (leftover triangles could be used

for second method)* add triangles and trim off just a little to square up (a little more fussy)* use

templates and have no waste (only works with square blocks of equal size)You can even nest the

twisty layers, to have one, two or three layers of twist surrounding the blocks. Great for a fabulous,

wonky quilt!I am an advanced quilter, and I had to have this book for my library of quilting

inspiration.

The book answered with simple math a method I had used before with great difficulty. I will keep this

book. Peggi Mackenzie-Young

A book I've owned before and found very useful. I've had the class from the author, but the book

keeps all the details available. If you often put together swap blocks, which are all a little different

size, this is especially helpful.

I used the simplest method for the single twist. Instructions were easy to understand, illustrated well.

My quilt turned out so cute!

The book was in good condition when it arrived.

I new I would like the book because I had borrowed it from a friend. However, since I bought a used

copy, I thought it would have shown some wear and tear and was very pleased to see that it looks

like new.

I saw a quilt made from these squares and was looking for the pattern. Someone suggested this

book to me. perfect. I have already mjade several on one option, today trying a different option.

great book.

Nice patterns...looking forward in try them.
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